
Head shape - cylinder head

Head shape - countersunk head

Head shape - pear-shaped head

Dimensions

6x 120 to 12x1000 mm

> Highest quality 

> Innovative technology 

> Made in AUSTRIA

Rapid® full thread
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Half-tip with compactor
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With 170 years of experience in Austria schmid schrauben 

is one of the technology leaders throughout Europe in screw 

production and fastening technology.

Technological edge, flexible production, custom 
packaging and fast delivery form the core values for 
which schmid schrauben stands. 

Besides their own brands RAPID® and Stardrive GPR® 
as well as other product lines, schmid schrauben deve-
lops and produces custom-made products with screw 
lengths of up to 1,500 mm.

Detailed

cLASS En MASS 
Regardless of which schmid schraube you rely on, 
you thereby rely on a manufacturer with added va-
lue:  schmid schrauben produces according to ETA 
specifications and is ISO-14001 certified.

Info

Rapid® full thread 
Specially hardened, slide coating, yellow galvanised, zinc nickel

qUALITy connEcTS
Leading and reliably produced screw technology 
creates connections that hold firm. Also between 
you and your customers: thanks  to excellent 
delivery capability and the personal service of 
schmid schrauben.
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Thread

Full thread optimised for more 
efficient screwing
> Excellent pull-out values
> Excellent pressure values
> Maximum load-bearing capacity.

Head geometry

> Cylinder head: Reduced split 
effect. Deep countersinking of 
the head is possible

> Countersunk head: Ideal for 
connecting steel components

Tip

With patented half-tip, parti-
ally combined with compac-
tor tip:
> Reduced edge distance
> Minimised blast effect
> Improved service life of the 

screwing device thanks to 
50 percent lower fastening 
torque

> No pre-drilling required
> Quick bite even when dril-

ling in inclined position
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